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50th Anniversary Photo Edition 

Winning teams at the Albuquerque World Cup 2018 - 

from left: Samurai, USA 1, Boomergang  

50th Anniversary BAA Nationals Championship Winners: 1st Takeshi Honda 

(centre), 2nd Grant Perry (left), 3rd Matt Barker (right) 
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The 50th BAA Nationals has been and gone! 

This issue attempts to distil the memory of the 

2 day events in moments caught by Chris 

Johnson and Matt Barker with their cameras, 

both of whom participated in the events but 

found time in between to capture the action. 

Shortly after the Nationals was done, the BAA 

committee and members were sad to hear of 

the passing of Indonesian boomerang master 

craftsman Listyo Bramantyo and Australia’s Bill 

Knight. A photo tribute to both these wonderful  

people will appear in this issue, as well as    

other news and events around the world to 

bring you up to date with the latest. 

The world is changing fast and so has our    

association, which has moved away from its 

essentially Australian focus to one which offers 

articles of interest from the global throwing 

community. To meet this new vision, a new 

BAA website is in the planning stage that will 

offer more timely, dynamic, interactive       

material, such as video footage of interviews 

and boomerang events. 

Stay with us as we head towards an exciting 

boomerang future! 

 

Matt Barker 

BAA Editor 

President: Roger Perry 

Vice President: Simon Bollen 

Treasurer:  Nick Pritchard 

Editor: Matt Barker 

Secretary: Jane Pritchard  



  President’s Report 

Well it has been a busy time for the BAA       

including having held our 50th anniversary with 

the Nationals in Perth. Many thanks to         

everyone for all your help in making it a     

memorable event. It was fantastic to have all 

our International visitors attending and          

although the individual day was wet and windy, 

we all had a great day. 

I would like to thank the BAA committee for all 
of their hard work and dedication for the 2018 
year and welcome the new committee of 
2019/20. 

Congratulations to Grant Perry for his big effort 
at the 2019 European Championships in     
Switzerland, including a perfect round in Trick 
Catch. 

I will be attending a couple of upcoming events 
this year, including the 9th Tunasbumi       
Championships in Indonesia during this     
September. Also in October I will head to India 
on a series of talks and demonstrations and I 
will get to meet Doctor Pitchappan who has 
completed a  project called “The Genographic”.  
This was funded by the National Geographic 
Society, IBM and The Ted Waitt family        
foundation USA.   

The study is called “Virumandi” and is about 
the coastal migration to Australia of the tribal 
Indians. We will also discuss with Doctor 
Pitchappan the possible use of boomerangs in 
India and their hunting stick called the Valari, 
which has been used for over 2,000 years. 

In May 2020, the Australian Boomerang   
Championships will be held in the Gold Coast 
with many of the Queensland throwers         
including Bob Burwell, Rod Jones and Dave 

Schummy. We all look forward to meeting 
these legends again. 

Big thanks and welcome to all of our members 
old and new for joining the BAA. We trust you 
will enjoy this BAA Bulletin and hope you can 
join us in the Gold Coast next year. 

 

Roger Perry  

BAA President 

 

 

 

Takeshi Honda and BAA President Roger Perry enjoying a 

drink. 
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BAA 50th Anniversary Nationals Championships 

An Account of the Battle - Piara Waters, Perth, April 2019 

Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! rage! blow!                            

- King Lear, Shakespeare 

Team Day preceded the Nationals Championships and 

brought with it winds that would prove to be in close parallel to 

those that were encountered during the heat of the Individuals 

championships the following day. It provided everybody who 

participated with a chance to warm up, tune boomerangs and 

capture flashes of brilliance from throwers who would later  

become event winners. It was also an opportunity for the            

Indonesian throwers to be presented in Australia for the first 

time - Fadjar Hidajat, Denis Suprana and Fahmi Amrullah. The 

day also found international throwers John Flynn of Vermont 

USA, Vivek Montrose from India, Heiko Deiss of Germany and 

Takeshi Honda from Japan preparing their kits and tuning their 

throws in the menacing winds. The WA Boomerang             

Association brought with them Noel Johnstone of Noongar  

Radio, who interviewed several of the Australian and           

international throwers, which later appeared on the WA       

Association Facebook pages. 

Denis Suprana blitzed the Accuracy event and master     

throwers John Flynn and Takeshi Honda executed brilliant 

50m+ throws as a dynamic duo in Team Aussie Round. After 

team play, throwers were better prepared to tackle the      

championship.  

Wind as it strengthens in force has always brought               

unpredictably surprising results to the Australian                  

championships and the Individuals Day proved to be yet   

another example. 

The Individuals Championship was officially opened by one of 

the BAA founders Morris Maxwell and long time boomerang 

affiliate in West Australia Sam Blight, who taught Australian 

champion Roger Perry how to throw boomerangs. Sam was 

the original business owner of Rangs Boomerangs, which won 

an Australian Design Award in the mid 80’s. 

To start the day, Sam and Morris both threw and caught their 

boomerangs after their speeches before a crowd of           

competitors and spectators, while approaching storm clouds 

loomed above and cast a formidable shadow over the Piara 

Waters playing field. 

The penultimate event saw past West Australian affiliates Josh 

Smith, Gary Mitchell, Ryan Perry and Ian Sproul joining the 

battle, with veteran masters Rob Croll from Victoria and Paul 

Bryden of New South Wales, ready to brave the day.   

The day also had women throwers Chrissie Metzakis and a 

promising unknown from USA Lee Maultsby, who is the     

daughter of Tim Maultsby, a long time USA thrower. Lee      

decided to join the competition whilst in Australia.  

With international throwers adding to the count, it was a bigger 

than typical BAA Nationals, which started untypically with MTA, 

where the mounting 10-15km/h wind put pressure on throwers 

to keep their boomerangs within the 100m circle. Seasoned 

throwers such as Takeshi Honda, Grant Perry, Matt Barker and 

John Flynn employed strategy, throwing weighted tri-bladers 

and two armed boomerangs whose aerofoils were deliberately 

spoiled by tape and elastic bands to keep them from flying off 

beyond the circle, while those less experienced found their 

boomerangs land on nearby roofs and over busy roads. Heiko 

Deiss and Fadjar Hidajat finally saved their boomerangs after 

dashing sprints. Josh Smith had strong but unlucky launches 

which blew off course beyond the circle and Roger Perry lost 

one good throw that moved across the field too quickly for his 

determined run. MTA finished with the powerful Takeshi  Honda 

in 1st with an excellent 26.79, Matt Barker with a lucky catch on 

23.44 in 2nd, John Flynn in 3rd with 23.4 and Grant Perry 4th 

with 22.67. There was little more than a 3 second  difference 

between 1st and 4th places! 

The wind gathered force as throwers battled it out in Fast 

Catch. Only 8 of the 17 participants achieved a time. The wind 

and rain began to descend in a tumult, but throwers persevered 

during the onslaught. Despite lack of training, the Japanese 

powerhouse Takeshi Honda finished 1st on 25.4, Fahmi       

Amrullah with 28.74 in 2nd showed Indonesian brilliance, and 

Matt Barker brought home 5  catches with 30.18 in 3rd. Matt’s 

WA    counterparts Grant Perry and Nick Pritchard finished in 

4th and 5th place with 34.6 and 34.96 respectively. Chris   

Johnson, John Flynn and retired thrower Ian Sproul fought   

admirably, ending all in the 40+ second bracket. 

Endurance was impossible but some throwers at least          

sustained some catches in the 20-30km/h winds, which saw 

boomerangs fall short of the 20m line and then land well over 

the head of the thrower. It requires all of ones strength and   

resources to endure 5 minutes of throwing in such winds, but 

Grant Perry seized the event with 21 catches in 1st place, 

Takeshi behind him with 17 and Matt Barker following with 16.    

Throwers who deserve a mention for their perseverance are 

John Flynn and Nick Pritchard on 13 sharing 4th, Roger Perry 

6th with 12, and Denis Suprana 7th with 11. 

 

Continued next page…  
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The afternoon proceeded with Trick Catch and due to the 

strength of the wind, Doubling was out and thrower’s needed 

to complete two rounds of standard Trick. The wind at least 

was more favourable in the first round, which allowed thrower's 

to collect some good points, but by the second round, the wind 

gathered menacing force, hurling boomerangs off course and 

those that flew low as part of a strategy for safe return were 

tossed about and then dumped into the ground. The light of 

the sun shone with a halo effect through the dense cloud cover 

as another storm approached so play was quickened up     

before the deluge struck. Denis Suprana found a way to knife 

through it all as he had done in Team Accuracy, finishing 1st 

with 54 points, followed closely by Takeshi Honda on 52, Grant 

Perry 51, Nick Pritchard 47, and Roger Perry with a             

determined veteran’s effort on 46. Closely behind Roger in 6th 

place was former champion Ian Sproull who showed he can 

still achieve Trick Catch in wind without preparation on 29. 

Accuracy was another difficult challenge and to save time, 

throwers continued to throw as the rain struck down and as the 

wind raged in tumults at 28km/h across the field. Throwers 

were trying to see where their boomerangs landed through rain 

spotted sun glasses. Roger Perry lost vital points after his 

boomerang slipped through his hands several times during 

release. West Australians dominated the top 3 positions! Grant 

Perry finished with an incredible 62 points, followed by Nick 

Pritchard with an excellent 59 and Grant’s brother Ryan Perry 

reared up on 45! A good effort from Indonesian champion  

Denis Suprana on 41 and John Flynn from USA on 40. 

The weather that smashed and ruined all the preceding events 

decided to give in and provide a sunny late afternoon peace 

for Aussie Round. However, the wind’s tail would occasionally 

slash and whip across the circle, bringing boomerangs          

suddenly to the ground, as occurred when Takeshi Honda’s 

boomerang got dumped after it crossed the 50m line and when 

Matt Barker’s 50m flight was brought down suddenly in the    

foreground at 30m after first making a promising trajectory.  

Young Lee Maultsby from USA showed her strong throwing 

arm but the return flight eluded her several times and she lost 

the catches outside the circle. The two great veteran’s of 

boomerang’s in Australia emerged in this event - Roger Perry 

and Robert Croll, who demonstrated to others their usual   

Aussie Round mastery. Roger achieved his 1st place win of 

the day with 59 points, Robert Croll shared equal 2nd with 

champion of the day Takeshi Honda on 58.5. In 4th was a 

great performance from Grant Perry on 55, John Flynn 51 and 

Fahmi Amrullah had a very consistent round through           

unpredictable wind turbulence, finishing 6th with 49. 

The day was done and to cool down from the heat of            

competition while food and the awards ceremony was being 

prepared, throwers enjoyed the oldest event of all - Hunting 

Stick! Paul Bryden of NSW, who executes throws with         

inimitable style and grace won the event with stunning strikes at 

two of the distances - 20 and 40, Denis Suprana of Indonesia in 

2nd who threw a beautiful curved strike at the 30m line and  

another strike at the 40. John Flynn from USA whacked Skippy 

with a powerful blow at the final 50 line. There were laughs and 

cheers during the event when Grant Perry suddenly appeared 

on the scene in a dinosaur suit among screaming children. It 

was a great and fitting end to a day of struggle in wet weather 

and impossible winds. 

The Awards and boomerang auction proceeded after dinner. 

The dinner preparations in itself was a challenge, with electrical 

power outage for several hours. However, the ladies in the 

kitchen improvised and managed the evening meals. The end 

of the day resulted in Takeshi Honda and Grant Perry        

maintaining their strong 1st and 2nd positions throughout the 

day, Matt Barker held on to 3rd place and Nick Pritchard and 

John Flynn were neck to neck in 4th and 5th place respectively. 

Morris Maxwell and Fadjar Hidajat received awards for founding 

boomerang associations, Roger and Angie Perry collected gifts 

for being principal organisers of all of the events and Roger   

received a collection of A. Janetski, Bill Onus, Bunny Read and 

other legendary makers boomerangs in a boomerang bag as a 

gift from the BAA Executive committee. The boomerangs        

themselves are excellent examples of early modern          

boomerangs, all of which were described in detail by Rob Croll 

during the presentation. Special thanks went to all those people 

who made the day possible - Derek Garner, Rob Croll, Chrissie 

and Leonie Metzakis, Jo and Gary Mitchell, Kelly and Kirsty 

Perry, Jessica Richard, Val Lee and Jane Pritchard. The BAA 

owes special thanks to Dara of the Oscar Cuartas Foundation 

for providing the beautiful medallions, which every participant 

received proudly at the awards ceremony. 

Awards presentation was followed by a lively boomerang      

auction hosted by Rob Croll and Roger Perry, the proceeds of 

which were collected by secretary Jane Pritchard for the BAA.  

For Day 3 of the BAA Nationals, people were invited to an    

informative boomerang making day at Roger Perry’s Bedfordale         

boomerang factory. The day was supplemented by a lovely 

lunch arranged by Angie Perry. The making day was followed 

by an exciting night throwing event where specially made 

boomerangs attached to LED lights and sparklers lit up the dark 

night at Southern River fields with colourful rotating streaks of 

light. A fitting conclusion to BAA’s 50th anniversary! 

Matt Barker 

BAA Editor 3 
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50th Anniversary BAA Competition Results 

Venue: Piara Waters Pavilion, Perth, West Australia Sunday14th April 2019 

Conditions: 20-35km/h winds, storms and rain. 

The trophies 
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50th Anniversary BAA Events in Photos  

Photography by Chris Johnson and Matt Barker 

BAA Nationals Group Photo, Piara Waters, Perth WA 

The Inaugural Throw-off - Morris Maxwell and Sam Blight officially start the day by throwing and        

catching a boomerang. 
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Heiko Deiss, Germany 

Chrissie Metzakis, Australia 

Team DayTeam Day  
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Denis Suprana, Indonesia 

Nick Pritchard, Matt Barker, Australia 
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Team Day - John Flynn, USA 

Team Day 

Team Day - Roger Perry, Australia 

Rob Croll, Australia 
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Fadjar Hidajat, Indonesia 

Takeshi Honda, Japan and John Flynn, USA 

Nick Pritchard being interviewed by Noel Johnstone of Noongar Radio 
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Individuals Individuals   

ChampionshipChampionship  

Grant Perry, Australia 

Chris Johnson, Australia 
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Ryan Perry, Australia 

Josh Smith, Australia 

Fahmi Amrullah, Indonesia 
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John Flynn, USA 

Vivek Montrose, India 
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Gary Mitchell, Australia 

Heiko Deiss, Germany 

Chrissie Metzakis, 

Australia 
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Roger Perry, Australia 

Takeshi Honda,  

Japan 

Matt Barker, Australia 
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Grant Perry as the 

Tyrannosaurus Rex. 

Hunting StickHunting Stick  

Throwers with their Hunting Sticks. 

Grant Perry as 
Tyrannosaurus 
Rex. 

Paul Bryden with the Skippy target. 
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Awards NightAwards Night  

50th Anniversary Top 5 Place Holders (from left): Nick Pritchard 4th, Grant Perry 2nd, Takeshi 

Honda (Japan) 1st, Matt Barker 3rd, John Flynn 5th (USA) 

Hunting Stick Winners (from left): Paul Bryden 1st (NSW), Denis Suprana 2nd 

(Indonesia), John Flynn 3rd (USA) 
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From Left: Derek Garner 20th, Leonie Metzakis, Vivek Montrose 19th, Gary Mitchell 

From Left: Paul Bryden 18th, Lee Maultsby 17th (USA), Fadjar Hidajat 15th 

(Indonesia), Chrissie Metzakis 16th 
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From Left: Derek Garner 20th, Leonie Metzakis 21st, Vivek Montrose 19th, Gary Mitchell 21st From Left: Robert Croll 11th, Josh Smith 14th, Ian Sproull 13th, Heiko Deiss 12th (Germany) 

From Left: Ryan Perry 8th, Roger Perry 7th, Chris Johnson 10th, Fahmi Amrullah 9th (Indonesia) 
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Tipped be a future world champion, Denis Suprana from Indonesia in 6th 

place overall, with a 1st place win in Trick Catch. 

BAA President Roger Perry with grandchildren Ella and Jayden Perry 

(right) and Sawyer Smith (left) 
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BAA President Roger Perry with grandchildren Ella and Jayden Perry 

(right) and Sawyer Smith (left) 

Boomerang Association of Indonesia flag. From Left: Grant Perry, Denis Suprana 

(Indonesia), Takeshi Honda (Japan) 

People who made the day possible (from left): Derek Garner, Gary Mitchell, Jane 

Pritchard, Leonie Metzakis, Kirsty Perry, Val Lee, Angie Perry, Kelly Perry 
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Roger Perry, BAA President, with his gift from the BAA Committee, a 

collection of Janetski Boomerangs and the Janetski bag, presented by 

Rob Croll (left), former Australian World Champion 

BAA President with founders of boomerang associations: Fadjar   

Hidajat - Boomerang Association of Indonesia, Morris Maxwell -         

Boomerang Association of Australia 

Principal Organisers of the BAA 50th             

Anniversary Nationals event: Roger and        

Angie Perry 
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Auction Night, Making Day and Auction Night, Making Day and 

Night ThrowNight Throw  

Rob Croll presenting one of the items for      

auction. 

Cir-

Boomerang Making Day - Roger Perry demonstrating 

boomerang sanding technique at his Bedfordale factory. 

Boomerang Making Day - Onlookers watch Roger 

adjusting boomerangs under the heat lights after 

spray painting.  

A circle of light at the Night Throwing Event (photo 

by Christopher Johnson). 



 

 

Listyo Bramantyo 

Less than a month after the Nationals competition, the BAA was 

very sad to receive news from Indonesia that Listyo, 49, had 

passed away in hospital after a heart attack. 

Listyo was one of the finest boomerang makers who defined the 

craft of boomerang making in his own way, and employed one of 

the worlds greatest airbrush artists to paint his specialist          

boomerangs. In a statement he made in 2018, he said “I make my 

booms the way I like to make them., whether people buy them or 

not. I make them based on my  passion, taste and spirits.                

I am frequently against the market flow. I don’t care. I make     

boomerangs on my own. I make them and then they sell out.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Listyo was born in Kotagede, Yogyarkarta in Indonesia. He started 

making boomerangs in the 90’s. He won the Best Décor award at 

the 2018 World Boomerang Cup Aesthetics competition. Listyo’s 

childhood friend Bagus remembers Listyo as a kid who would 

sketch, draw and do storytelling. He was faithful to his dreams and 

willing to teach.  

The President of the Boomerang Association of Indonesia, Fadjar 

Hidajat, informed the boomerang fraternity on the World of      

Boomerang Facebook page that Listyo had passed away, posting 

words in big letters which read, “Rest in peace brother” and       

afterwards Fadjar threw a boomerang “In honour of our friend, our 

teacher, our brother”. 

President of the BAA, Roger Perry, wrote the following on the BAA 

Facebook page, “Our condolences go out to all his family and 

friends around the world. We have lost a real gentleman with a kind 

heart and a fantastic sense of humour… he was a world class 

craftsman and was taken from us far too early. We will miss you 

brother.” 

The BAA will remember Listyo and his contribution to boomerangs. 

Rest in Peace. 
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In MemoriamIn Memoriam  

Listyo Bramantyo 



 

 

Bill Knight 

Pauline Knight informed the BAA that during the night of 17th May, 

her father Bill Knight, former champion boomerang thrower, had 

passed away. He had a passion for boomerangs and life and in the 

80’s participated in a boomerang competition with other fellow    

Australian throwers against the Americans. Rob Croll, former    

Australian and World champion remembers Bill as follows: 

“Bill Knight was a champion boomerang thrower in the 70s to 80s. 

He threw with his family and his dog whisky. He made boomerangs 

right into his 80s and helped me make them for about 20 years. 

He was a competitor in the first international event against the U.S. 

throwing in all three tests. He  was Moomba champion twice and 

helped many throwers including me when I was young.  

He made fiberglass boomerangs by hand laying the sheets himself. 

Bill was introduced to boomerangs by Bill Onus when he lived near 

Belgrave in the 1960s. He was a great innovator and had the best 

stories of the old days. Bill would arrive at comps with a car full of 

kids. Lindsay, Sharon, Janine and Pauline were always great to 

compete against. He will be missed by all who knew him.” 
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In MemoriamIn Memoriam  

Bill Knight 

Bill Knight (right) 

Bill Knight in action 

with his dog Whisky. 



 

 

European Championships 2019 - Grant Perry 

Grant Perry of Perth, Western Australia, achieved some excellent 

results at the European Championships in St Gallen, eastern     

Switzerland, in August. He was the only Australian competitor to 

participate  in the event, achieving a perfect score in Trick Catch 

with 110 points, alongside World Champion Manuel Schutz and 

Tobias Jacob, who also did same. His other  best events were   

Aussie Round in 6th place with 78 points and a 10th place in MTA 

with 35.2 seconds aloft, securing 12th place overall in a nearly 50 

competitor event. 

Grant thanked the organisation of the championships  “… for     

setting up such an amazing tournament, I had an absolute ball and 

was honoured to take part and to tour around such an amazing 

country”. 

The BAA sends congratulations to Grant for being a great           

representative for Australia and for achieving excellent results,   

particularly an incredible 3rd place among the worlds very best in 

Trick Catch. 
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Other NewsOther News  

Grant Perry during Trick Catch event,        

European Championships 2019. 

European Championship Event Winners 

Many aspects of life should never be taken for granted, including those 

who become known to us as sporting superstars. We may not see his 

like again in boomerangs for a very long time, and for this reason,     

Manuel Schutz deserves a very special tribute. His passion, energy, 

devotion and mastery of boomerangs has been an inspiration to throw-

ers around the world, and at the European championships, “Manu” 

achieved victory once again, with an incredible record in Trick Catch, 

having to repeat the event twice over until he finally broke with a drop, 

finishing with 272 points. He achieved 1st, 2nd, and only one 3rd place 

in all the other events,  including 1st in Long Distance. In 2nd place 

was his fellow Swiss man Stephan Spirghi, who performed brilliantly 

behind Manu with 1st place in Fast Catch and Endurance, and in 3rd 

was Alex Opri from Germany, who sustains disciplined  concentration 

from start to finish. It was an exciting event and Manu, Stephan and 

Alex are    excellent  examples of the level of passion and commitment        

demonstrated towards the sport of boomerang throwing today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

West Australian Championships 2019 

Nick Pritchard of Booragoon, Perth, West Australia, won the West  
Australian Championship for the first time at the first ever run WABA 
(West Australian Boomerang Association) State Championship late 
March, taking away the trophy from the Perry father/son duo who 

shared competition wins for over 10 years from 2008 to 2018.  

Nick showed excellent form in all of the events over the course of the 
day, and even scooped a win of the end of day Hunting Stick event. It 
could be said that it was “Nick’s Day”.  His best performance was a 1st 
place in Accuracy with 72 points and an equal place in Aussie Round 
with 67 points in what were hot, shifting wind conditions.  Roger Perry 
finished in 2nd, followed by son Grant in 3rd and Chris Johnson fought 

well throughout the day, finishing in 4th above Matt Barker.  

The BAA thanks WABA organisers Leonie and Chrissie Metzakis  for a 

well run event enjoyed by all and for providing the excellent trophies. 

European Champions (from left): Stephan Spirghi 
2nd, Manuel Schutz 1st, Alex Opri 3rd. 

Nick Pritchard with WABA President Leonie 

Metzakis. 



 

 

Takeshi Honda in Australia 

For the past few months, Japanese boomerang champion Takeshi 

Honda has been visiting and he arrived shortly before the          

Australian Nationals with Australian wife Jessica Richard, who have 

taken time out to explore Perth and surrounding areas in their free 

time and to join Western Australian throwers at Southern River for 

their weekend practice sessions. They recently departed Perth for 

Sydney, New South Wales, taking route through the South West in 

a very small car (Toyota Yaris), and currently crossing the         

challenging Nullabor plain to the east side, seeing South Australia 

and Victoria before reaching their destination. The BAA wishes 

Takeshi and Jessica all the best in finding their place in Australia 

and it is hoped that they will be attending the next Nationals event 

in Queensland. 

Australian Nationals 2020 

Gold Coast Queensland has been selected as the next state to 

hold the 51st Australian Nationals, with Paul Craft hosting the 

event. The Runaway Cricket Fields offer a large field to              

accommodate the event, and the dates set are Sat 16th and 17th 

May. Australian boomerang legend Bob Burwell will be attending 

the event, including Rod Jones and David Schummy. For more 

information, please go to the BAA Events page at                     

boomerang.org.au/wp/events/. 

Eddie Mittelette in the Remote North 

Frenchman Eddie returned to Western Australia in May to see 

more of the country up north, exploring remote regions and       

aboriginal communities. Eddie wrote the award winning Aborigines 

travel book which documented his last adventure with descriptive       

passages and beautiful photographs. A last update from friend   

Lucille Pachot reported that he was recently in Yalumba and     

Leopold Downs, then Warmun, the last community of his journey 

before he headed back to Broome to return to France. 

Upcoming WABA Events 

WABA has held a number of interesting boomerang events and coming 

up is the following: 

Have a Go Day 2019 13th November Burswood Park 9-3pm, run by 

the Seniors Recreation Council. WABA will be showing the over 55’s 

that you’re never too old to try something new. They will also offer a 

static display to show boomerangs as art, sport and science. 

WABA also offers two Social Throw Days. One of them is held every 

first Saturday of each month at Lake Joondalup, Scenic Drive         

Wanneroo from 9-12pm, the other is held every first Sunday of each 

month at Bayfield Crescent, Mindarie from 9-12pm. 

Logan Broadbent wins Idaho USA Nationals  

Congratulations to Logan Broadbent who won this years US Nationals. 

Logan hopes to be the next World Champion at next years World Cup in    

Bordeaux, France. Good luck Logan!  

And that’s a wrap! 
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Other NewsOther News  In the Throws of New Sports Revolution 

In a weekend article in the Herald Sun newspaper, boomerang     
throwing was featured as a new sport, along with other sports such as 
Rogaining, Quidditch, Under Water Rugby and Drone Racing. BAA 
member Dave Richardson of Victoria demonstrated his boomerang 
throwing at the event. Dave said “the most scary thing is I was the 

most photogenic thing from the 5 sports”.  

In the short piece on boomerangs, Bruce Carter, National Boomerang 
Coach, referred to the sport as “modern boomerangs. You don’t have 
to be a certain age or anything… it’s a lot of fun. It’s certainly man vs. 
the elements. But the hand-eye coordination aspect is fantastic, and 

it’s probably the only sport where the person launching it is the target”. 

Takeshi Honda and Jessica Richard at their leaving   
party, Last Drop Restaurant, Canning Vale, Perth 

http://boomerang.org.au/wp/events/

